
 

 

 
 
 

 
 
Another in the series of email updates ahead of the first week of practice!   
 
This one is going out to all our fall swimmers at each site and relates to our parent meeting as well as expectations for 
Week 1. 
 
PARENT MEETING 
We like to start every fall season by putting together a little meeting for the parents.  It gives us a chance to introduce 
our coaching staff and board members and get everyone on the same page for the season.  Typically we’ve done this in 
person, but this year we’re opting for a virtual parent meeting. 

• FALL 2021 PARENT MEETING 
o Sunday, September 19th @ 6:30pm – THIS IS A CHANGE FROM THE ORIGINAL TIME!! 
o Via Zoom 

▪ https://zoom.us/j/96542614945?pwd=NFJ1K3QydXA5WUtRYjNWb0I4b0w5dz09 
We’d like to encourage parents - especially our new parents – to log in and attend live.  However, we’ll also record the 
meeting and post it to YouTube for families that aren’t able to make it. 
 
WEEK 1 CONSIDERATIONS 
We write a version of this email every year, but with so many new swimmers joining our team this fall (including 
swimmers joining our brand-new programming in Sauk!) we think it’s an especially important message to get out this 
year. 
Week 1 has an incredible excitement and energy to it, but with all of that energy and excitement there also comes a 
little bit more ‘disorder’.  In a lot of ways it isn’t representative of what the season is going to be as it takes everyone 
(coaches, swimmers, and parents) a little bit to get into the routine and get our collective feet underneath us.  That can 
be especially true of night 1 of practice for a particular group.  EVERYBODY comes night 1!  And of course that’s 
awesome, but it also makes practices seem busier and more crowded than they will be on any other night.  So we ask 
that you recognize that it’ll take a few practices to get settled, and wait until that happens before reaching out with any 
issues you’re seeing. 
Another outlier aspect of Week 1 is the mistaken belief by some parents and swimmers that the first week should be a 
really hard and challenging ordeal.  Week 1 (and for many groups, weeks 2 & 3 & …) is all about getting ‘back to basics’ 
and establishing the good habits that we want swimmers to practice with all season.  It is NOT about throwing them the 
most challenging set they’ve ever done to see if they can keep up.  The challenge of these early fall practices is to do 
everything as WELL as they can, and not as HARD as they can.  Swimmers obviously WILL be appropriately challenged 
throughout the season, we just don’t want anyone overreacting if Week 1 is ‘too easy’.  In fact, if a swimmer says 
practice was ‘too easy’, feel free to congratulate them on doing every single thing perfectly ;^) 
 
Finally, a brief note on what to do if there’s an issue between a swimmer and a coach.  It doesn’t happen often, but once 
in a while a swimmer comes home upset by something a coach said or did at practice.  Obviously, it’s in everyone’s best 
interest to get that situation examined and resolved as quickly as possible.  Nearly all of the time there’s been a 
misunderstanding someplace and the situation gets resolved through a little more communication or clarification.  
(Jacob’s mother taught kindergarten for 36 years, and her go-to line for parents was that she promised to not 
automatically believe everything the kids told her about them if parents would do the same ;^) )  Usually the best first 
contact is for the parent to check with the group’s lead coach, but parents are obviously welcome to email Jacob, Drew, 
or Rick Zuehl (the BAC Board President) as well or instead if they feel the situation warrants it. 
 
 
Put the parent meeting on your calendar, and get excited for practices to start tomorrow!!! 

https://zoom.us/j/96542614945?pwd=NFJ1K3QydXA5WUtRYjNWb0I4b0w5dz09

